Course Outline and Reading Assignments

The grade for this course is based on take-home mid-term and final exams. Each exam will consist of two three-page papers. The paper topics will be chosen to assess your ability to integrate and synthesize the readings and lectures into a lucid, clearly stated argument backed by the readings.

Required Book:
Samuel L. Popkin, *The Candidate: What it Takes to Win – and Hold – the White House*
NOTE: this book is also available as an e-book from Amazon

Maintaining Academic Integrity: By taking this course, students agree that all required papers will be subject to submission for textual similarity review to Turnitin.com for the detection of plagiarism. All submitted papers will be included as source documents in the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers. Use of the Turnitin.com service is subject to the terms of use agreement posted on the Turnitin.com site.

Reading Assignments. All articles assigned are available in advance of the lecture as downloads at http://pscourses.ucsd.edu/poli100da/ The first readings are already posted. Download the articles as soon as possible. Until you have downloaded them, you are vulnerable to unexpected outages, server crashes, and troubles with your on- and off-campus connections.

Each lecture will cover the readings assigned for that day. The questions following each day’s readings have been chosen to help you integrate the readings with the lectures.

Week Zero;

Week One;
Tuesday Oct. 2 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Two; Fiske, Cuddy and Glick, “Universal Dimensions – Warmth and Competence”
NOTE: Presidential Debate October 3. You are expected to watch this debate.

Week Two;

Week Three;
Week Four;
  Tuesday Oct. 23 No Class
  Thursday Oct. 25 **Midterm Exam Handed Out**

Week Five;
  Tuesday Oct. 30 **Midterm Exam Due at Beginning of Class**
    Two Videos will be shown
    Thursday Nov. 1 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Five

Week Six;
  Tuesday Nov. 6 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Six
  Thursday Nov. 8 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Nine

Week Seven;
  Thursday Nov. 15 Huber & Lapinski “The Race Card Revisited;” Kinder & Kam, “Ethnocentrism in 2008”; reread Cook and Lewandowsky on Debunking and Rogers on dodging, both from Oct. 25

Week Eight;
  Tuesday November 20 Sheehan “Ain’t No Middle Class;” Sheehan “Kid, 12”
    Thanksgiving

Week Nine;
  Tuesday November 27 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Seven

Week Ten;
  Tuesday December 4 Popkin, *The Candidate*, Chapter Ten
  Thursday December 6 **Final Exam Handed Out** ; **Exam Due 3 PM, December 13**